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 24. Evolution
• unfolding of our world III

• oxygenation of system Earth
• origin & radiation of animals
• major evolutionary transitions 
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oxygenation of system Earth
life’s greatest innovation

(besides life itself)
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primary challenge for early life after it was well-established: 
increase carbon- & energy-flow to species
• C for building the organisms’ bodies & transportable energy (ATP) to operate them
• energy for reducing CO2 and assimilating C

solution:
starting from easiest available energy sources,
eventually access the highest density source (solar radiation) 
through a process that can work everywhere (to allow global access to niches)

the path:
• earliest life lithotropic: used geochemically generated H2 for C-assimilation  

(restricted to hydrothermal vents in the ocean)
• next: anoxygenic photosynthesis that uses H2, H2S, and Fe2+ as reductants 

(H2 & H2S: still hydrothermal vents, much higher efficiency; Fe2+ everywhere, but limited)
• final: oxygenic photosynthesis that uses H2O as reductant 

(still higher efficiency, readily available reductant (water),… and produced O2 → ✝)

eventual solution is very complicated, emerged as succession of incremental steps,
each of which came with an advantage that allowed it to out-compete other forms
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anoxygenic photosynthesis

REACTION CENTERS

The RC complex is at the heart of photosynthesis; so
much attention has been paid to understand the evo-
lution of RCs. A wealth of evidence, including struc-
tural, spectroscopic, thermodynamic, and molecular
sequence analysis, clearly segregates all known RCs
into two types of complexes, called type I and type II
(Blankenship, 2002). Anoxygenic phototrophs have
just one type, either type I or II, while all oxygenic
phototrophs have one of each type. The primary
distinguishing feature of the two types of RCs are
the early electron acceptor cofactors, which are FeS
centers in type I RCs and pheophytin/quinone com-
plexes in type II RCs. The distribution of RC types on
the tree of life is shown in Figure 1 and a comparative
electron transport diagram that compares the different
RCs in different types of organisms is shown in Figure
2, with type I RCs color coded green and type II RCs
color coded purple.

Further analysis strongly suggests that all RCs have
evolved from a single common ancestor and have a
similar protein and cofactor structure. This is clearly
seen when structural overlays of both type I and II RCs
are made, showing a remarkably conserved three-
dimensional protein and cofactor structure, despite
only minimal residual sequence identity (Sadekar
et al., 2006). These comparisons have been used to
derive structure-based evolutionary trees that do not
rely on sequence alignments. Figure 3 shows a sche-
matic evolutionary tree of RCs that is derived from this
sort of analysis. It proposes that the earliest RC was
intermediate between type I and II (type 1.5) and that

multiple gene duplications have given rise to the
heterodimeric (two related yet distinct proteins that
form the core of the RC) complexes that are found in
most modern RCs.

A second important issue that relates to RC evolu-
tion is the question of how both type I and II RCs came
to be in cyanobacteria, while all other photosynthetic
prokaryotes have only a single RC. The various pro-
posals that have been made to explain this fact can all
be divided into either fusion or selective loss scenarios
or variants thereof (Blankenship et al., 2007). In the
fusion hypothesis, the two types of RCs develop
separately in anoxygenic photosynthetic bacteria and
are then brought together by a fusion of two organ-
isms, which subsequently developed the ability to
oxidize water. In the selective loss hypothesis, the two
types of RCs both evolved in an ancestral organism
and then loss of one or the other RC gave rise to the
organisms with just one RC, while the ability to
oxidize water was added later. Both scenarios have
proponents, and it is not yet possible to choose be-
tween them.

ELECTRON TRANSPORT CHAINS

The primary photochemistry and several of the
early secondary electron transfer reactions take place
within the RC complex. However, additional electron
transfer processes are necessary before the process of
energy storage is complete. These include the cyto-
chrome bc1 and b6f complexes. These complexes oxi-
dize quinols produced by photochemistry in type II

Figure 2. Electron transport diagram indicating the types or RCs and electron transport pathways found in different groups of
photosynthetic organisms. The color coding is the same as for Figure 1 and highlights the electron acceptor portion of the RC.
Figure courtesy of Martin Hohmann-Marriott.
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[Blankenship 2010]

P 840: pigment, absorbs light at 870 nm
Q: quinone

organic reaction center inorganic reaction center

proposed common
ancestor reaction center (RC)

• any species had just one of them

• electron pumps: drive machinery of 
ATP synthase by maintaining 
osmotic gradient across membrane

• only two known reaction centers

• may have taken 500 My to evolve
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oxygenic photosynthesis 
• single photosystem in all photoautotrophs 
→ very hard invention 

• may have taken 800 My to evolve 
• produces O2, toxic for life back then
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heterodimeric (two related yet distinct proteins that
form the core of the RC) complexes that are found in
most modern RCs.

A second important issue that relates to RC evolu-
tion is the question of how both type I and II RCs came
to be in cyanobacteria, while all other photosynthetic
prokaryotes have only a single RC. The various pro-
posals that have been made to explain this fact can all
be divided into either fusion or selective loss scenarios
or variants thereof (Blankenship et al., 2007). In the
fusion hypothesis, the two types of RCs develop
separately in anoxygenic photosynthetic bacteria and
are then brought together by a fusion of two organ-
isms, which subsequently developed the ability to
oxidize water. In the selective loss hypothesis, the two
types of RCs both evolved in an ancestral organism
and then loss of one or the other RC gave rise to the
organisms with just one RC, while the ability to
oxidize water was added later. Both scenarios have
proponents, and it is not yet possible to choose be-
tween them.

ELECTRON TRANSPORT CHAINS

The primary photochemistry and several of the
early secondary electron transfer reactions take place
within the RC complex. However, additional electron
transfer processes are necessary before the process of
energy storage is complete. These include the cyto-
chrome bc1 and b6f complexes. These complexes oxi-
dize quinols produced by photochemistry in type II

Figure 2. Electron transport diagram indicating the types or RCs and electron transport pathways found in different groups of
photosynthetic organisms. The color coding is the same as for Figure 1 and highlights the electron acceptor portion of the RC.
Figure courtesy of Martin Hohmann-Marriott.

Blankenship
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impact on environment & life 
• O2 oxides Fe2+ to form Fe2O3 
→ large red rock deposits (BIFs) 
(probably took 300…600 My) 

• reductant for anoxygenic PS removed  
• O2 removed, still cyanobacteria had to 

evolve to survive oxygenic micro- 
environment

type I RC

single invention, 
possibly through horizontal gene transfer and 
combination in ancestors of cyanobacteria 
(none survived, but capability for photosynthesis did)

anoxygenic photosynthesis

• any species had just one of them
• only two known reaction centers

• may have taken 500 My to evolve
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• aerobic environment requires protection 
of biochemical cell processes against 
oxidation 
→ environmental stress forces evolution 

• non-photosynthetic aerobs evolved 
aerobic respiration (in several lines) 
→ competitive advantage

• forcing & advantage → diverse spectrum of prokaryotes 
(bacteria and archaea) 

• many (all) aspects required for more complicated life 
realized by prokaryotes, but not in a single one 

nucleus-like structures, recombination, linear chromosomes, 
internal membranes, multiple replicons, giant size, extreme 
polyploidy, dynamic cytoskeleton, predation, parasitism, 
introns and exons, intercellular signaling [Lane & Martin 2010] 

none was successful in breaking through

Great Oxygenation Event (GOE) 
• O2 released into atmosphere 
• CH4 → CO2: global glaciation

after GOE, O2 concentration some 10% 
of present atmosphere
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• DNA up to a factor of 200’000 larger than 
in prokaryotes  

• number of proteins it can synthesis & evolve 
by factor of 104…106 larger 

• protein synthesis is major energy consumer, 
strong selection for prokaryotes towards 
minimal genome (HGT to regain lost capabilities) 

• eukaryotes evolved discontinuously, from 
merger (endosymbiosis) of 
‣ an archaea (information processing) and 
‣ a proteobacterium (operational capability)

evolution of eukaryotic cell, a very complicated organism

• proteobacteria evolved into mitochondria 
‣ only retain genes for membranes & ATP production, rest transferred to nucleus 
→ can export ATP to host 

‣ supply energy for cell’s greatly increased metabolism required for much larger 
DNA & protein set → new capabilities 

‣ very difficult step – happened only once: locally in small population – because 
protobacterium could have been using the energy for its own reproduction; 
possibly accomplished through metabolic control, later co-opted in metazoa
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Figure 7. A summary of a model suggested for the origin of eukaryotes (Martin & Müller 1998), including a possible route for
the principle underlying the origin of the nucleus under that model as discussed (Martin 1999a), where it was suggested that
the origin of the endoplasmic reticulum endomembrane system preceded the origin of the nuclear compartment. See text.
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• the extremes led to 
‣ a repeated isolation-merging of populations that already had a common 

biochemical basis, hence with horizontal gene transfer → rapid evolution 
‣ emergence of metazoans (multicellular animals) by some 750 Mya 

with a GRN (gene regulatory network) and most of the developmental toolkit

Neoproterozoic oxygenation

• the Neoproterozoic (1’000…541 Mya), a period of extremes with 
‣ breakup of a supercontinent (Rodinia) and formation of a new one (Gondwana) 
‣ extensive glaciations over millions of years, possibly with several “snowball” 

phases, and rapid transitions from icehouse to greenhouse 
‣ high temporal and spatial heterogeneity with 

major changes in the cycles of C, N, and P 
‣ the final rise of the O2 concentration to its present value

‣ delayed by some 200 My, highly diverse multicellular (animal) life emerged 
– in a first radiation 570…540 Mya, in the Ediacaran, and eventually failed 
– finally during the Cambrian radiation 540…515 My all major animal phyla
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could not persist (Cloud, 1972, Holland, 1984, 2004). However, a rel-
atively new model of the Proterozoic ocean has emerged since
Can!eld (1998) pointed out that the deep ocean likely remained an-
oxic after the Great Oxidation Event in the Paleoproterozoic and

was widely redox-strati!ed, exhibiting widespread euxinia after
about 1.84 Ga (Poulton et al., 2004a, 2010; Johnston et al., 2006), pos-
sibly even affecting the photic zone (Brocks et al., 2005). However,
anoxic–ferruginous conditions were probably the dominant feature

Table 1
Major tectonic, climatic and biological events during the major steps in the oxygenation of the Earth's surface.

Great Oxidation Event
(2.4–2.0 Ga)

Neoproterozoic Oxygenation Event
(0.8–0.5 Ga)

Tectonics
Break-up of a possible Neoarchean supercontinent (Heaman, 1997; Aspler and
Chiarenzelli, 1998; Buchan et al., 1998; Bleeker, 2003; Reddy and Evans, 2009) and
the formation of the supercontinent Nuna (1.9–1.8 Ga; Hoffman, 1997; Rogers
and Santosh, 2002; Zhao et al., 2002, 2004; Campbell and Allen, 2008; Reddy and
Evans, 2009).

Break-up of the supercontinent Rodinia (b825 Ma) and the subsequent amalgamation
of the supercontinent Gondwana (Dalziel, 1991; 1997; Hoffman, 1991; Moores, 1991;
Meert, 2003; Meert and Torsvik, 2003; Boger and Miller, 2004; Veevers, 2004; Collins
and Pisarevsky, 2005; Li et al., 2008b; Pisarevsky et al., 2008).

Climate
Low latitude glaciations, commonly referred to as the Makganyene and/or Huronian
glaciation, and possibly the development of a Snowball Earth in the Early
Paleoproterozoic (2.5–2.2 Ga; Evans et al., 1997; Kirschvink et al., 2000; Evans,
2003a; Tajika, 2003; Kopp et al., 2005; Kasting and Ono, 2006).

Widespread low-latitude glaciations whereby the mid-Cryogenian (b740–>647 Ma)
and the end-Cryogenian glaciation (b660–635 Ma) might have been of global extent
(Coleman, 1926; Hambrey and Harland, 1981; Hoffman et al., 1998; Kennedy et al.,
1998; Hoffman and Schrag, 2002; McCay et al., 2006; Fairchild and Kennedy, 2007).

Biology
– Increase in diversity of acritarchs and other protistan morphotypes by 750–800 Ma

(Butter!eld et al., 1994; Butter!eld and Rainbird, 1998; Knoll et al., 2006, and
references therein).
Major biological innovations including the evolution of large architecturally complex
organisms exempli!ed by the Ediacara biota and the Cambrian Explosion (Darwin,
1859; Sprigg, 1947; Raff and Raff, 1970; Runnegar, 1982; McMenamin and
McMenamin, 1990; Valentine, 1992; Bowring and Erwin, 1998; Knoll, 2000;
Zhuravlev, 2001; Narbonne and Gehling, 2003; Conway Morris, 2006).
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Fig. 1. Fig. 1: A) Proposed reconstruction of the atmospheric O2 content through time expressed as the percentage of present atmospheric level of oxygen (after Can!eld, 2005, with
Phanerozoic estimates from Berner et al., 2003). Note that the uncertainty is quite high (see text). B) Periods of supercontinent formation (modi!ed after Campbell and Allen, 2008).
C) Precambrian glaciations whereby the numbered blue bars are of presumably global extent: 1) Gaskiers glaciation, 2) Marinoan glaciation, 3) Sturtian glaciation, 4) Makganyene/
Huronian glaciation. The thickness of the Neoproterozoic glaciations correspond to their duration (e.g. Halverson et al., 2005, 2007); Archean and Palaeoproterozoic glaciations with
unknown duration are shown with dashed lines (Evans, 2003a and references therein; Reddy and Evans, 2009). The duration of the icehouse periods in the Phanerozoic are by
Veizer et al. (2000). D) Biological innovations exempli!ed through increase of maximum size of organisms throughout Earth history. Red dots: prokaryotes, orange diamonds: pro-
tists, brown square: vendobiont (probable multicellular eukaryote, e.g. Dickinsonia), blue squares: animals, green line: vascular plants.
Modi!ed after Payne et al., 2009.
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cyanobacteria, which, in the presence of sul!de, obtain fewer (or no)
electrons from water, instead are oxidizing S2! to S0.

The time span that stretches from the late Neoproterozoic through
to the mid-Cambrian (~800–501 Ma) witnessed increases in the di-
versity of acritarchs and other protistan morphotypes in fossil assem-
blages (Knoll et al., 2006 and references therein; Moczydlowska,
2008), heralding the evolution of architecturally complex bauplans
and metazoans (Darwin, 1859; Walcott, 1899; Sprigg, 1947;
McMenamin and McMenamin, 1990; Signor and Lipps, 1992;
Valentine, 1992; Bowring and Erwin, 1998; Knoll, 2000; Zhuravlev,
2001; Narbonne and Gehling, 2003; Narbonne, 2005; Peterson et al.,
2005; Conway Morris, 2006; Erwin, 2006; Marshall; 2006; McCall,
2006; Budd, 2008; Meert and Lieberman, 2008; Payne et al., 2009).
We can therefore adopt the view that the two major steps in the
oxygenation of the Earth's surface broadly correlate with the most
important biological upgrades; !rst, from prokaryotes to eukaryotes
around the GOE and then, from single-celled to complex, multicellu-
lar organisms in the Neoproterozoic. Crown-group members of red,
yellow-brown and green algae, heterokonts (a major line of eukary-
otes, today mostly consisting of diatom species) and testate amoebae
had all appeared by 750 Ma (Butter!eld, 2004), but the evolution of
animals happened later in the Proterozoic, exempli!ed by the appear-
ance of the Ediacara Biota (e.g. Glaessner, 1959; Narbonne and
Gehling, 2003). In a study of sterane biomarkers from the Huqf
Group in Oman, Love et al. (2009) presented evidence for the pres-
ence of metazoans (Demospongiae) prior to the end of the Cryogenian
glaciations (ca. 635 Ma). The most compelling candidates for the ear-
liest animals in the fossil record are represented by the Twitya disks,
which possibly represent metazoans that thrived prior to the ‘Mar-
inoan’ glaciation (e.g. Hofmann et al., 1990; Knoll and Walter,
1992), fossilized cnidarians, possible bilaterian eggs and embryos
preceding the Ediacaran radiation (Xiao et al., 1998; Xiao and Knoll,
2000; Yin et al., 2007) and other enigmatic macrofossils (Maloof et
al., 2010) make it clear that the classic Ediacaran biota does not rep-
resent the !rst appearance of either crown-group eukaryotes or the
oldest animals but merely the emergence of large and architecturally
more complex organisms (Narbonne, 2005).

The Ediacaran type-biota, !rst recognized and described by
Billings (1872), are dif!cult to interpret (see review by Narbonne,
2005). Studies over the last decade indicate that the Ediacaran

organisms were composed of soft, "exible tissue and were most
likely immobile animals or animal grade organisms (Gehling, 1999;
Narbonne, 2005). Even the earliest Ediacaran communities (ca.
575 Ma, Narbonne and Gehling, 2003) exhibited vertical and lateral
niche subdivisions, similar to Phanerozoic and modern
communities. Later ecological and biological innovations, illustrated
in Fig. 4, include mobility (>555 Ma, Martin et al., 2000; Droser et
al., 2002; Grazhdankin, 2004; Liu et al., 2010), calci!cation (550 Ma,
Grotzinger et al., 2000; Hofmann and Mountjoy, 2001; Brennan et
al., 2004), and predation (b549, Bengtson and Zhao, 1992; Hua et
al., 2003).

Following the disappearance of the Ediacaran macrofauna after
the Neoproterozoic–Cambrian boundary, which is de!ned by the
!rst appearance of the trace fossil Treptichnus pedum 542±1 Ma
ago (Brasier et al., 1994; Landing, 1994; Droser et al., 1999; Valentine,
2002), a most signi!cant evolutionary step took place known as the
Cambrian ‘Explosion’, accordingly a subject of much debate (Gould,
1989; Conway Morris, 1992; Knoll and Carroll, 1999; Budd and
Jensen, 2000; Knoll, 2003b; Conway Morris, 2006; Marshall, 2006;
Budd, 2008). The causes leading to at least the near-extinction (and/
or the disappearance from the fossil record) of the Ediacaran biota,
which may have created an ecospace in which the Cambrian biota ra-
diated (Seilacher, 1984), remain elusive. The hypotheses invoked to
explain this phenomenon include a short-lived interval of global
ocean anoxia and/or widespread methane release (Kimura and
Watanabe, 2001), which is supported by a sharp negative !13C excur-
sion (Amthor et al., 2003) and the incoming of widespread predation
at the Ediacaran–Cambrian boundary which could have had a lethal
effect on the soft-bodied, largely immobile Ediacaran biota (e.g.
Bengtson, 2002). However, because microbial mats, critical for the
preservation of the Ediacaran type-biota (Gehling, 1999), decreased
in abundance due to the rapid evolution of grazing and burrowing or-
ganisms during the Cambrian explosion, the scarcity of Ediacaran sur-
vivors in the Cambrian could also be taphonomic rather than
evolutionary (Jensen et al., 1998).

Concerning the causes explicitly leading to the Ediacaran radiation
and the subsequent ‘Cambrian explosion’, a wide spectrum of plausi-
ble triggers have been put forward: (1) environmental explanations,
notably rising atmospheric oxygen levels (Nursall, 1959; Berkner
and Marshall, 1965; Cloud, 1968; Knoll and Carroll, 1999; Payne et
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Fig. 4. The Neoproterozoic Oxygenation Event possibly unleashed major biological innovations including the appearance of new biological and ecological strategies: the !rst meta-
zoans (e.g. Hofmann et al., 1990; Love et al., 2009), the appearance of the !rst large and architecturally complex organisms during the Ediacaran (Narbonne, 2005), the Cambrian
Explosion with subsequent rapid increase in diversity (red shaded area; Peters, 2005; Marshall, 2006), the emergence of mobility (Martin et al., 2000), biological calci!cation
(Grotzinger et al., 2000) and predation (Bengtson and Zhao, 1992). The upper curve shows the (logarithmic) increase of the maximum size of organisms throughout Earth history:
red dots: prokaryotes, orange diamonds: protists, brown square: vendobiont (probable multicellular eukaryote, e.g. Dickinsonia), blue squares: animals, green line: vascular plants.
Modi!ed after Payne et al., 2009.
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deuterostomes) evolved at least 25 million years
earlier (Figs. 1 and 3).

In sum, geologic evidence and molecular
clock estimates suggest that early animals, no-
tably crown-group demosponges and cnidarians,
originated during the Cryogenian. Although bi-
laterian clades diversified in the Ediacaran, many
phylum-level crown groups were not present,
appearing first in the Cambrian.

Environmental Potential
Very large geochemical changes have been doc-
umented through the Cryogenian and Ediacaran
(45–47), which have been interpreted as indi-
cating substantial changes in redox. Changes in
molybdenum abundance in black shales (48),
the iron chemistry of deep-water sediments (49),
and potentially other proxies (46) have been in-
terpreted as a global signal of increased oxy-
genation during the Ediacaran. The extent to
which these signals are truly global, as well as
the magnitude of oxidation, remains uncertain.
Animals require oxygen to fuel their metabo-
lism, and these geochemical proxies and their
interpretation as markers of redox conditions
have been invoked to explain the lag between
the origin of animals and the Cambrian radiation
itself (2). In this view, low oxygen in the oceans
and diffusive oxygen transport constrained ani-
mals to small size, and only with an increase in
oxygen levels could organisms evolve larger, three-
dimensional body sizes (24, 50), greatly facili-
tating their eventual paleontological detection.
Thus, although a permissive environment does not
explain innovations in metazoan architecture, it
might facilitate the appearance of large and eco-
logically diverse animals in the fossil record.

Genetic and Developmental Possibility
Two findings from comparative genomics and
studies of developmental patterning have dra-
matically changed our understanding of the ear-
ly evolution of animals. First, whole-genome
sequencing of dozens of metazoans has dem-
onstrated that any animal requires only about
20,000 protein-coding genes for the production
of its essential morphologic architecture (51).
Second, much of this protein-coding repertoire—
especially the developmental toolkit—is con-
served throughout all metazoans and is even
found today among single-celled opisthokonts
(24, 52–54). The distribution of these genes in
extant organisms (SOM text 3) implies that
this toolkit evolved in a two-step pattern (Fig. 4,
left): an initial diversification occurring at the
base of the Metazoa before the split between
sponges and eumetazoans deep in the Cryogenian
(and possibly earlier), followed by a pronounced
expansion at least in some families at the base
of the Eumetazoa during the late Cryogenian
(database S3). Thus, the last common ancestor
of metazoans, and especially eumetazoans, was
a genetically complex animal possessing all of
the families of protein-coding genes used dur-
ing development, save for the potential absence

of Hox complex genes (55) needed to build
the plethora of morphological structures found
throughout the crown group.

Consequently, the morphological simplicity
of basal animals, and the great differences in
morphology between sponges and arthropods
or vertebrates, cannot be due to the absence of
these protein-coding gene families but instead
must involve differences in the temporal and
spatial deployment of these genes and their

regulation. By extension, this includes the con-
struction of developmental gene regulatory net-
works (dGRNs) specific to particular characters
(for example, the gut, heart, or appendages). At
the core of these networks are extremely con-
served, highly refractory and recursively wired
suites of genes that are crucial for the specifi-
cation of many of the characteristic morpholo-
gies of major clades (56, 57), and ultimately
defining the “developmental morphospace” (57)

Fig. 3. Detailed stage-level depiction of the animal fossil record as compared to the molecular
divergence estimates for 13 different animal lineages. Shown in yellow and blue is the known fossil record
of animals at the class and phylum levels, respectively (hatching indicates “stem” lineages, i.e., lineages
that belong to a specific phylum but not to any of its living classes); shown in green is the generic record of
macroscopic Ediacara fossils (see scale at bottom). Shown in thick black lines are the known fossil records
of each of these 13 lineages through the Cryogenian-Ordovician (table S1); most lineages make their first
appearance in the Cambrian, consistent with the known fossil record of all animals (yellow and blue).
Further, the extent of these stratigraphic ranges closely mirrors the molecular estimates for the age of
each of the respective crown groups (colored circles) (see also Fig. 1), highlighting the general accuracy
of the molecular clock. Only cnidarians have an unexpectedly deep crown-group origination as es-
timated by the molecular clock, as the deep demosponge divergence is apparent from taxon-specific
biomarkers (gray bar) (21).
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Metazoans (animals) emerged by 750 Mya with a GRN (gene regulatory 
network) and most of the developmental toolkit for building their bodies, but…

in
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al

co-opted for creating much 
more structured organisms 
including bilaterals

aimed at creating wide 
range of organisms with 
fairly simple structures

it took 200 My for them to have an ecological impact. Why?

When such a disparate set becomes complete – an explosion/transition thus is 
immanent – is impossible to judge by looking at single aspects.

Coevolution of different realms and convergence into a “complete set/toolkit” 
allowed to construct a huge variety of novel organisms & sites → explosion

population dynamics environmentdevelopmental genes
flat hierarchy, primarily 
competition for space and 
resources

hierarchical interaction & 
food webs with emerged 
predators in arms race with 
prey (→ shells, skeletons), 
competition & cooperation, 
and ecosystem engineers

range of oceanscapes, some 
colonized by single-celled 
organisms…microbial mats

global colonization with 
engineered environments, 
from nutrient fluxes to 
micro-environments 
(burrows,…)  
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8:35, May 4, 2017 4 Discrete Chaotic SystemsFigure 4.3.

Empirical attractor u(µ) of thelogistic map (4.7), which alsocorresponds to the stable part ofthe map’s bifurcation diagram. Theline at µŒ
1 = 3.56995 marks the endof the first period-doubling cascadeand the transition to the chaoticregime. To generate this figure, foreach value of µ the state is initialized,here at u = 0.1, and f(u) is iterated4’000 times to approach the attractor.The subsequent 400 iterates, whichnow illuminate the attractor, aremarked with a dot.
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the final phase of the approach is exponential, as long as the fixpoint is not
a critical one, i.e., one with a vanishing eigenvalue of the Jacobian matrix.
The situation becomes di�cult with extended attractors on which the state
continues to develop, now just tracing it. An empirical solution is to allow
for a very long time for the descent to the attractor, knowing that nothing
can go wrong if the system has already been closely tracing the attractor for
some time before we start recording. We only lose computing time, which is
not critical for the type of simple systems we consider here. Still, we need
to be on the alert for signals that hint at remaining transients. A typical
example are smeared out features that are produced by the critical slowdown
along center manifolds (vanishing eigenvalue of the Jacobian matrix).4.3.2

Stationary Regime
The iterated function of the logistic map (4.7) is

dch.8 f(u) = µu[1 ≠ u], µ œ [0, 4] .
(4.8)

Solving f(u) = u yields the fixpoints

dch.9 u
ú
0 = 0 and u

ú
1 = 1 ≠

1
µ

.
(4.9)To determine the linear stability, we first calculate the single element of the

Jacobian matrix, ˆuf(u) = µ[1 ≠ 2u], which then is also the eigenvalue ‡.
Evaluating it at the fixpoints and recalling the stability criterion, |‡| < 1,
reveals that (i) uú

0 is stable for µ œ [0, 1[, (ii) uú
1 is stable for µ œ]1, 3[, and

(iii) there exists no stable fixpoint of f for µ œ [3, 4].
The bifurcation at µ = 1 is transcritical (Figure 2.14 on page 71) with uú

0

and uú
1 exchanging their roles as attractor and repellor. Specifically, all initial

abstract analogon for saturating ecospace with CEP preventing dense occupation
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classification 

life

|


domain

|


kingdom

|


phylum

|


class

|


order

|


family

|


genus

|


species

Permian-Triassic extinction of 
‣ up to 96% of all marine species 
‣ 70% of terrestrial vertebrate species 
‣ 83% of all genera 
‣ 57% of all families

no apparent impact on higher orders, 
classes and phyla

Erwin et al. 1987: 
• the Cambrian radiation opened 

many new adaptive spaces 
• the PT extinction dramatically 

reduced their species occupation 
• subsequent radiations in these 

spaces lead to a rapid increase of 
species, genera, and families, but not 
to fundamentally new organisms… 

• …because the available ecospace was 
occupied by adapted survivors



oxygenic

photosynthesis

Great Oxygenation

Event

eukaryotic cell

Neoproterozoic OE
Cambrian explosion

condensation

planet Earth

4.8 Gya

today

anoxygenic

photosynthesis

PT mass extinction0.25 Gya

1.8 Gya

2.4 Gya

2.7 Gya

3.5 Gya

4.0 Gya first life

2.2 Gya

0.85 Gya

0.541 Gya metazoa
(multicellular animals)

eukaryota
(single cells with a nucleus)

prokaryota
(archaea & bacteria)

prebiotic evolution
(chemical ACS?)

major evolutionary transitions
in individuality

transformation of

a group of individual

self-replicators (“cells”)


into a new self-replicating 
individual (“organism”)

cell and organism 
are generic terms,

albeit biology-inspired

narrow sense 
biological evolution
(multicellular life)
with ever smaller steps, 
always strongly coupled 
with environment

eusocial (super) organisms
(termites, ants,…)

humankind’s
cultural evolution?
too short to show
• some 120 ky overall
• less than 200 y conscious


